Abstract Feasibility and reproducibility of microarray biomarkers in clinical settings are doubted because of reliance on fresh frozen tissue. We sought to develop and validate a paradigm of frozen tissue collection from early breast tumors to enable use of microarray in oncology practice. Frozen core needle biopsies (CNBx) were collected from 150 clinical stage I patients during imageguided diagnostic biopsy and/or surgery. Histology and tumor content from frozen cores were compared to diagnostic specimens. Twenty-eight patients had microarray analysis to examine accuracy and reproducibility of predictive gene signatures developed for estrogen receptor (ER) and HER2. One hundred twenty-seven (85%) of 150 patients had at least one frozen core containing cancer suitable for microarray analysis. Larger tumor size, ex vivo biopsy, and use of a new specimen device increased the likelihood of obtaining adequate specimens. Sufficient quality RNA was obtained from 90% of tumor cores. Microarray signatures predicting ER and HER2 expression were developed in training sets of up to 363 surgical samples and were applied to microarray data obtained from core samples collected in clinical settings. In these samples, prediction of ER and HER2 expression achieved a sensitivity/specificity of 94%/100%, and 82%/72%, respectively. Predictions were reproducible in 83-100% of paired samples. Frozen CNBx can be readily obtained from most breast cancers without interfering with pathologic evaluation in routine clinical settings. Collection of tumor tissue at diagnostic biopsy and/or at surgery from lumpectomy specimens using image guidance resulted in sufficient samples for array analysis from over 90% of patients. Sampling of breast cancer for microarray data is reproducible and feasible in clinical practice and can yield signatures predictive of multiple breast cancer phenotypes.
Introduction
Analysis of breast cancer microarray data can identify patterns of gene expression that subclassify tumors of similar histology and predict their clinical behavior [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Our initial study established methods to distinguish ER positive from negative and LN positive from negative using groups of genes, termed metagenes. Subsequently, by combining metagene patterns with clinical data we were able to improve discrimination of highly LN positive ( [10) from negative patients [10, 11] . Most recently we have used microarray analysis to develop expression signatures characteristic of a variety of oncogenic pathways for the purpose of predicting sensitivity to different chemotherapy agents [12, 13] . For each type of prediction, different sets of genes yielded the best discrimination, highlighting the utility of interrogating the entire transcriptome rather than a small subset of genes.
While methods have been developed to analyze expression of a small subset of genes in formalin fixed material by PCR (e.g., Oncotype Dx), generation of a full expression profile greatly benefits from high quality RNA which currently can only be obtained from fresh and flash frozen tissue. The average size of incident breast cancers has decreased over the last three decades, largely attributed to increased screening and awareness. Further, the wide scale adoption of breast conserving surgery has made the evaluation of surgical margins one of the most important pathologic criteria after cytoreduction. Both of these factors have made it more difficult to routinely obtain a rapidly frozen sample of the tumor for research or clinical assays. In order to apply genomic technologies as clinical tests a reliable method of high quality fresh frozen sample collection from most incident cancers is required [14] . The purpose of this study was to develop and test a clinically applicable method of sampling early stage breast tumors for microarray studies using core biopsy and to demonstrate its utility in evaluating microarray models of breast cancer clinical outcomes. Our results show that a sampling strategy using CNBx, either at the time of routine imageguided diagnostic biopsy or at time of definitive surgery is an effective and reproducible method of obtaining frozen tissue for array analysis without compromising the pathologic assessment of the resected tumor. These results are significant demonstrating that cancer biopsies for microarray analysis can be obtained in routine clinical practice, enabling the wide scale adoption of microarray anaylsis in the routine clinical care of breast cancer patients. Such samples may be used to generate reproducible microarray profiles to aid clinical decision making utilizing clinicogenomic models.
Methods

Subjects and tissue
Two breast cancer tissue banking protocols at Duke University Medical Center included women with clinical stage I or II primary breast cancer who had clinically or radiographically measurable primary tumor. The surgical protocol used between 1987 and 2001 relied upon banking of specimens in surgical samples following resection. The CNBx protocol was developed in 2001 and included patients undergoing image-guided biopsy or surgical excision of their breast cancer. All patients gave written informed consent for participation in these IRB-approved studies.
The CNBx protocol allowed collection of 14-gauge core needle tumor specimens at radiological biopsy and/or surgical excision (Supplemental Fig. 1 ). In all cases, research specimens were obtained only after acquisition of diagnostic specimens. At surgery, research tumor cores were taken from lumpectomy or mastectomy specimens by the operating surgeon ex vivo using a spring-loaded 14-gauge core needle biopsy (Achieve Needle, Cardinal Health, McGraw Park, IL, USA). Collected research core biopsies were rapidly frozen in Tissue-Tek Ò optimal cutting temperature (O.C.T.) compound (Sakura Finetek USA, Inc, Torrance, CA, USA) on-site using dry ice and frozen sections were obtained for histologic evaluation. The protocol emphasized an embargo of research tissue specimens until histologic comparison was made between research core frozen section and the diagnostic specimen by the case pathologist to ensure that no clinically important diagnostic information was present uniquely in the research core (e.g., in situ carcinoma in diagnostic specimen and invasive cancer in the research core).
Tumor staging by AJCC criteria and clinical biomarker assignment from study cases was performed by institutional pathologists in laboratories certified under the Clinical Laboratory Improvements Amendments of 1988 (CLIA). Biomarker analysis of breast cancers was performed according to the standard clinical protocols as follows. Assignment of ER status was made on formalinfixed, paraffin-embedded tissue sections using ER monoclonal antibodies from Signet Laboratories (clone 1D5) and an avidin-biotin complex detection method (BioGenex, San Ramon, CA, USA). Quantitation of ER expression was determined using a CAS200 digital image analyzer. Using a standard curve prepared from tumor with known amounts of ER and PR, the image analyzer converts the receptor data into fmol/mg cytosolic protein. Determination of HER2 overexpression was made by immunohistochemistry using rabbit anti-human c-erbB-2 antibody (DAKO, Carpinteria, CA, USA). Cases deemed 2? (intermediate intensity of staining) by immunohistochemistry (IHC) were further evaluated using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) analysis for HER2 gene amplification (Vysis PathVysion Kit, Downers Grove, IL, USA).
For microarray gene expression analysis, total RNA was extracted from tumor samples using Qiagen (Valencia, CA, USA) reagents. Microarray data was generated from extracted RNA with Affymetrix Hu95av2 Genechips according to the manufacturer's instructions (Affymetrix, Santa Clara, CA, USA). For two samples an additional round of amplification was performed according to manufacturer's protocol (Ambion, Austin, TX, USA). Hybridization targets (probes for hybridization) were prepared from total RNA according to standard Affymetrix protocols. Scanned data was analyzed using the Affymetrix Microarray Analysis Suite (v5.0).
For ER and HER2 predictive model development we used a Shotgun Stochastic Search (SSS) algorithm as previously described [15] . Primary tumor derived expression analysis focused on subsets of the 436 available patient surgical samples based on tumor types and the availability of relevant biomarkers and clinicopathologic data (Supplemental Table 1 ). Training models were evaluated using a leave one out cross validation approach as previously described [1] . The most robust training model for each given phenotype (e.g., ER and HER2 status) was then applied to the independent set of core biopsy samples.
Statistical analyses of tissue collection and clinical variables were performed using JMP software (SAS, Cary, NC, USA). Categorical variables were compared using the Fisher's Exact Test and continuous variables were compared using the Student's T-test.
Results
This study was initiated in the fourth quarter of 2001 in response to two challenges: (1) Banking of frozen breast cancer specimens for research at Duke that began in 1987 had tapered off dramatically beginning in 1998 even though surgeries for breast cancer had increased (Fig. 1) . For the 12 years including 1998, we banked an average of 107 cancers per year (range 80-159). In the subsequent three years from 1999 through 2001, this number dropped to 44 cases per year (range 27-62) using the same banking protocols. (2) Expression microarray analysis promised insights into the biology, response, and outcome of breast cancer, but to obtain meaningful results, rapidly frozen tissue would be required on most incident cancers.
As a feasibility test for the Core Needle Biopsy (CNBx) tissue acquisition procedure, 150 consecutive consented cases were analyzed for tumor collection outcomes (Table 1) . Tumor stage was T0 in 11 patients, T1 in 85 patients (57%), T2 in 40 patients (27%), and either T3 or T4 in 14 patients (16%). Median tumor size was 1.6 cm (range 0.1-10 cm). Compared to the tissues obtained by the Duke Breast Tumor Bank using a surgical banking protocol from 1987 to 2001, tumors in the CNBx group were of significantly lower T stage (T1 57 vs. 37%, P \ 0.001/T2 27 vs. 37%, P = 0.011) with a smaller mean size, 1.6 versus 2.0 cm, (P = NS) (Fig. 2) . There was no difference in the percentage of ER or HER2 expressing cancers between the groups.
An average of 4.2 research core biopsies was obtained from each patient (range 1-17, Table 1 ). As indicated above, a stained section of each research core was analyzed by the study pathologist and compared to the diagnostic specimens. From this comparison, we found an overall concordance of 85% (127/150) between research and diagnostic tissues. Since different cores from the same cancer (both research and diagnostic) often contained varying degrees of histology (benign, DCIS, invasive), this number represents the concordance using each set of specimens as a group rather than considering them individually. There was no difference in concordance with clinical diagnosis in biopsy specimens obtained at surgery versus image-guided biopsy. For cancers sampled in both radiology and surgery, research cores containing the diagnostic pathology were nearly always obtained (27/28, P \ 0.0001).
For generating useful gene expression data via microarrays, tumor content is considered to be an important parameter. Breast cancer is markedly heterogeneous and in all cases presents a challenge in this area. In our previous studies, we have used 60% tumor content (on a per cell basis) as an acceptable a specimen for RNA extraction without micro or macro dissection [1, 10, 11] . Tumor cell content for core specimens ranged between 0 and 80% on a per cell basis and the number of cores with [60% tumor content was greater for T2 than T1 tumors (mean, 2.0 vs. 1.2, P = 0.003). Ninety-one (61%) of the 150 patients had at least one core containing C60% cancer while 127 (85%) had a core specimen containing cancer. For T1 tumors a core containing 60% cancer was obtained 58% (49/85) of the time and a core containing any percentage of invasive cancer was collected 82% (70/85) of the time. At surgical resection, more core samples were collected and more of these cores had greater than 60% cancer in them (1.5 vs. 0.7, P = 0.001) than those collected at diagnostic biopsy.
During this feasibility test we realized that while there was no danger to the patient in coring a lumpectomy specimen ex vivo, there was a significant risk of injury to the person performing the procedure. Immobilization of the specimen by hand is difficult and does not provide the stability or guidance to accurately core a small tumor. To solve this problem, we designed and fabricated a device for image-guided ex vivo core biopsy of small breast tumors contained within excised lumpectomy specimens (Fig. 3a) . Using this device, breast lumpectomy specimens were immobilized in a defined orientation with little compression and imaged with a specimen radiogram to identify the location of the tumor within the specimen (Fig. 3b) . Spring-loaded core needle biopsies were immediately taken and snap frozen in OCT (Fig. 3c) . Use of this device yielded tumor containing cores in 17 of 18 (94%) patients as compared to 53 of 75 (71%) without the device (P = 0.037). Use of the stereotactic device was also associated with a greater number of cores procured per specimen and a significantly increased ability to obtain cores containing at least 60% tumor (P = 0.001) ( Table 1 ). The acquisition of core needle samples using this method did not interfere with standard pathological procedures and margin integrity was preserved.
One of the primary goals of this work was to determine whether an approach could be developed to yield gene expression array data on the majority of incident breast cancers. Forty-one core biopsy samples with C60% tumor content were selected from 28 patients with T1 or T2 tumors collected at image-guided biopsy, surgery, or both. Extraction of total RNA from the 41 core samples yielded from 2.2 to 29.0 lg/core with an average of 10.4 lg ( Table 2) . RNA integrity was evaluated using the Agilent Bioanalyzer with 2 samples showing substantially degraded material. The remaining 39 RNA samples from 27 patients were used to prepare probe that was applied to Affymetrix Hu95Av2 arrays using standard methods. Scaling factors for these arrays were all within the acceptable range and the raw fluorescent intensities were converted to expression values using the MAS5 algorithm.
Numerous gene expression signatures in breast cancer have been published based on the Affymetrix platform, however none are in routine clinical use. To evaluate the ability for microarray data to predict breast cancer phenotypes we chose to model parameters that are currently measured clinically by other methods, estrogen receptor (ER) and HER2 status. Successful prediction of these biomarkers using single Affymetrix probes for ER and HER2 and predictive gene signatures has been reported by others [8, 16] . To further examine this concept and to examine reproducibility of predictive signatures, we chose to develop predictive models for these biomarkers using the metagene approaches previously published by our group. For ER, a total of twenty gene probes were employed in the model (Supplemental Table 2 ). Predictive genes include known estrogen responsive genes LIV-1, IL6ST and CCND1 [17] [18] [19] [20] . Using a leave one out cross validation (LOOCV) approach in a training set of 363 samples, the sensitivity was 88% and the specificity 81% in predicting clinical ER status of the tumors (Fig. 4a) . When applied to the test set of 27 patients, the sensitivity and specificity of the ER predictor was 94% and 100%, respectively (Fig. 4b, top panel) . To better estimate clinical utility of this model we examined 90% confidence intervals around the predictions. Estrogen receptor status was confidently (i.e., confidence interval excluding 0.5) predicted in 24/27 (89%) instances while 3/ 15 ER positive patients had confidence intervals crossing the 0.5 probability threshold. Of the 27 samples, the predictive probability of true positive was greater than 0.9 in 6/15 ER positive samples and was less than 0.1 in 8/11 ER negative samples. Probability of ER expression by the model correlated positively (correlation coefficient of 0.83) with the Allred score applied to estrogen receptor staining (data not shown).
Next we examined the ability of gene expression models to predict HER2 status as assigned clinically by combined IHC and FISH. For HER2, a total of 9 gene probes were used in the final model including HER2, RGL2, RGS16, and CLI (Supplemental Table 3 ) [21] [22] [23] [24] . Using LOOCV in a training set of 236 samples, a sensitivity of 73% and a specificity of 87% were achieved (Fig. 5a ). The set of 24 core biopsy samples were used after removing three patients with lobular histology (pts 10, 24, and 26). For the remaining samples, the sensitivity and specificity of the HER2 classifier were 82% and 72%, respectively. A prediction of HER2 status was made confidently (90% intervals not including 0.5) in 14/24 patients (58%). Of those 10 samples confidently predicted negative, 8 were true negatives based on clinical assignment. Of 4 samples confidently predicted positive, all 4 were HER2 positive by IHC and/or FISH (Fig. 5b, top panel) . The predictive probability of true positive was greater than 0.9 in 4/5 HER2 positive samples and was less than 0.1 in 2/18 HER2 negative samples. Ten of 24 patient samples were predicted with confidence intervals crossing the 0.5 probability threshold.
To begin to assess biologic and technical reproducibility, we included a series of replicate specimens in this study. Among the 27 individual patients, 5 donated specimens at both radiologic biopsy and weeks later at the time of tumor resection. From a separate set of 5 patient specimens we examined the effect of an extended period (2 h) of room temperature ischemia on gene expression and predictions compared to a parallel specimen that was frozen immediately upon devascularization (non-ischemic). This time point was chosen as typical of the processing interval that might be encountered in most tissue acquisition protocols. Further, two cases were used to compare the effects of a second round of probe amplification that would be required with the small amounts of RNA derived from microdissected specimens, e.g., samples with a sparse tumor content. Prediction of ER status was concordant with similar confidence intervals in 12/12 cases (Fig. 4b, lower  panel) . For HER2, predictions were concordant in 10/12 cases (Fig. 5b, lower panel) . Discordant predictions occurred between one radiology/surgery pair (25R-S) and one ischemic/non-ischemic pair (11NI-I).
Discussion
The ability to utilize powerful genomic-scale tools such as microarrays to develop predictive models that can address the heterogeneity of cancer phenotypes has been demonstrated in numerous studies [1] [2] [3] [4] . For these methodologies to become clinically useful, practical issues of feasibility of frozen specimen collection and reproducibility of expression data must be demonstrated. For breast cancer specifically, there are several logistical hurdles that need to be overcome before routine acquisition of frozen tissue for genome level diagnostics is practical. We considered that such a method must: (1) Integrate seamlessly with current clinical care and standard pathologic assessment of tumor specimens. (2) Be applicable to T1 tumors, the most commonly encountered breast cancers in the USA. (3) Minimize process-and biologic-related variability in tumor gene expression and (4) Require relatively little additional effort from staff to implement. The primary reason that the ability to bank frozen breast cancer specimens became difficult was the shift away from mastectomy towards breast conserving surgery. From the standpoint of surgical pathology, beyond the basic histologic diagnosis, the key determinant from a lumpectomy specimen is whether the surgical margins are clear of cancer. This requires intact margins preventing the simple wedging or bisection of the specimen for banking. If the specimen is obtained late in the day or needs to be transported to the surgical pathology lab (as is often the case), the most expeditious and safest course of action to maintain the geometry of the specimen is to immerse it in formalin for subsequent gross and microscopic pathology.
To address this problem, we designed a protocol that allows collection of frozen specimens from most incident cancers without compromising patient safety, clinical workflow, or pathologic diagnosis. The key elements of this protocol are: (1) Obtaining additional cores at the time of image-guided diagnostic biopsy whenever possible. (2) The use of a biopsy device to core lumpectomy/segmentecomy specimens immediately after tissue devascularization. (3) All cores obtained with this research protocol are sectioned, stained, and examined by the study pathologist. Additionally, the research cores are handled with the same chain of custody procedures used for clinical diagnostic specimens. These specimens are released for research purposes only after it is determined that they do not contain pathologic information which was not present in the diagnostic cores. For example, if the diagnostic cores demonstrate only in situ disease while the research core contains invasive cancer, the research cores must be included in the official diagnostic pathology work up. Even though the research cores would not have been obtained without this procedure, this ''embargo'' step ensures that all available information will be used for diagnostic purposes. These safeguards ensure no patient has a compromise of their clinical diagnosis by participation in this protocol.
Our results show that sufficient frozen tumor core biopsies can be collected in clinical settings to allow routine acquisition of microarray data for most patients with early stage breast cancers. Factors associated with successful frozen tumor procurement included larger tumors, use of image guidance to collect cores, and collection of samples at both the time of diagnostic biopsy and surgery. Using our protocol, samples sufficient for generating microarray data were obtained from over 90% of patients with breast tumors. Nevertheless, a significant minority of cases yielded insufficient cancer tissue for microarray analysis indicating that additional steps including microdissection and a second round of probe amplification may be required for routine and broad clinical application of this technology, particularly from T1 tumors. This is particularly important when complementary protein-based assays are proposed from limited tissue resources. Our data also show that 2 h of tissue ischemia at room temperature does not significantly reduce the quality of RNA obtained from the tumor. This is a significantly longer period of time than we permitted in the current protocol but may be more typical of processing times encountered in other settings. Further, the development of a tumor specimen collection device improved the ability to get quality specimens from smaller tumors.
A significant test of the performance of samples collected by these biopsy procedures is the capacity to yield gene expression data that has predictive value equivalent to that obtained from primary tumor samples from traditional surgical specimens. Our data show that microarray based prediction of ER is both accurate and reproducible while HER2 assessment was less accurate, but still reproducible. The advantage of the predictive models shown is that both probabilities of a phenotype are expressed (e.g., ER probability of positive 0.9) as well as the confidence interval around the prediction are shown. We feel this method is of great potential clinical utility by conveying both the strength and uncertainty of the prediction. Predictions in the paired biopsy specimens also performed consistently with concordance of ER and HER2 assignments ranging from 83 to 100%.
As microarray data begins to play a larger role in therapeutic trials the importance of sample collection and treatment consistency will be paramount. Our data indicate that these differences while notably minor in this study should be anticipated and accounted for in a given study design. It is unclear whether the rate of discordance that we observed in microarray data is significantly different than would be encountered in a similar analysis of single analytes, e.g., ER and HER2 status measured by IHC in two different specimens, where concordance rates of 80-97% are reported, depending upon assay [25, 26] . Generally, our reproducibility data show that microarray profiles from core biopsies are similar to those obtained from resected specimens and provide reassurance that the ''same answer'' can be obtained from cancer specimens sampled at different times and in different conditions. Further, our protocol enables the use of microarray analysis in the context of routine clinical care for patients with breast cancer.
Future application of the work to clinical cancer medicine
Numerous studies have shown the potential for microarraybased biomarkers to identify molecular subtypes of breast cancer with clinical implications. Most studies have relied on specimens retrieved from existing tumor banks in which samples (often from large tumors) were collected under varying conditions. For microarray diagnostics to become feasible in breast cancer care, issues of reliable and controlled fresh tumor collection from commonly encountered (often small) tumors must be addressed. Further, microarray profiles must be shown to be reproducible under a variety of tumor sampling conditions. We have described and tested a robust, clinically applicable method of tumor sampling. These results are now being applied to prospective validation studies of microarray biomarkers at single institution and cooperative group studies and will eventually allow implementation of fresh tissue based biomarkers to the future practice of cancer medicine.
